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CAFTA lobbying prepares for hearings in DC

(PAI)--With hearings on the
controversial Central American
Free Trade Agreement expected
just after Congress returns from
Easter recess, unionists nationwide turned up the heat by lobbying lawmakers against the
trade treaty. They were aided by
GOP disunity--and virtually
unanimous Democratic opposition--to the job-losing pro-business pact.
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NO. 20 that agricultural interests, a key
backer of previous trade pacts,
are dubious at best about
CAFTA's benefits. That's
because CAFTA would remove
virtually all Central American
and U.S. tariffs on farm products, including several heavily
subsidized U.S. goods, notably
sugar. NAFTA had fewer such
threats because there was little
farm-good competition.
Farmers' doubts are leading
some congressional Republicans to question CAFTA, which
is modeled on NAFTA, the con-

An Injury To One Is An Injury To All!

troversial job-losing 10-year-old
U.S.-Canada-Mexico free trade
treaty President Clinton pushed
through over labor opposition.
Meanwhile, House Democrats, listening to their constituents, also realize that even if
they back GOP President Bush
on CAFTA, he'd pull every
political trick in the book to beat
them next year, have decided it
isn't worth it to support his pact.
"Bush negotiated an agreement that will utterly fail to create good jobs at home or promote equitable and sustainable
development in Central America," AFL-CIO President John J.
Sweeney said when Bush
signed CAFTA--but did not
send it to the GOP-run Congress--last year."This agreement
will leave workers, family farmers, the environment, and communities more vulnerable, while
enriching and empowering corporate elites.
"CAFTA would reward companies that ship jobs overseas
with greater access to the U.S.

market, more freedom to violate
workers' rights with impunity,
and the ability to challenge government regulations enacted in
the public interest," he added.
It "contains no effective new
protections for workers' rights
and actually removes existing
protections, leaving the interests
of ordinary working men and
women out in the cold."
"If CAFTA is anything like
NAFTA, we can't afford it,"
Susan Morley, who lost her job
when cookware maker Mirro
Co. moved production from
Manitowoc, Wis., to Mexico
and China in September 2003,
putting some 850 workers out of
work, told the federation.
"NAFTA should have been
rescinded and we shouldn’t sign
any more of these. After a
while, we won't make anything
and we won’t be able to earn
enough to support a family."
Though Bush calls CAFTA a
good deal for workers, the
Labor Advisory Committee to
See CAFTA...page 6

Supreme Court eases on age discrimination

Carpenter's Local 361's Tony Sislo of Lakehead Constructors
says he's got a good job remodeling Benna Ford. Under the
leadership of Pat Ringold, a former member of St. Paul's
Carpenter's Local 87, Benna Ford may have turned the corner
in how it treats area union members. The dealership has had
its share of labor problems in the past with its own workers
and use of non-union labor. Ringold says he gets it.

By Mark Gruenberg,
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)--In a
decision that affects roughly
half the U.S. workforce, the
Supreme Court eased the way
for workers to claim they were
discriminated against on the
basis of age. But its 5-4 ruling
on March 30, in a case brought
by a older police officers in
Jackson, Miss., didn't quite go

all the way: The justices said the
officers still had to prove the
discrimination occurred, in a
lower court.
The federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act
(ADEA) generally bars discrimination against workers over the
age of 40, with some exceptions. But such cases have been
tough to bring and prove, with
firms and governments arguing

Bonding bill adds promise for a good construction season
"Bring on the bricks, bring
on the cement, bring on the
steel," Senate Majority Leader
Dean Johnson (DFL-Willmar)
said when a Minnesota legislative conference committee finally agreed on a bonding bill.
Building Trades workers can
now say the same thing after
waiting over a year for the legislature to do their work so state
construction jobs can start.
Gov. Tim Pawlenty was on
board with the conference committee's decision that will bond
$886 million for state construction projects.
Only $40 million, less than 5
percent, of that amount is targetted for projects in this area. The
Northstar commuter rail project
northwest of the Twin Cities is
$37.5 million by itself. The
Faribault prison expansion is
$84.8 million.
Still, many came away feeling like winners here anyway
with how Republican leadership
has been treating the Northland.
"There's a lot of work in that
bill for our people," said Duluth
Building & Construction Trades
Council President Craig Olson.
"After a slow year last year
because the legislature didn't get
anything done, this is great

news for construction workers."
Olson said the beauty of
most of the bonding bill projects
here is that "it's all good union
work. We expect project labor
agreements on the Aerial Lift
Bridge, UMD work has always
been good, and we have some
prior commitments on other
projects that we will pursue."
The Aerial Lift Bridge is getting $1 million to continue its
face lift in its 100th anniversary
year. It has taken about three
years to get the legislature to
recognize the bridge's needs.
They ignored a request for planning money for a DECC expansion.
Sanitary sewer needs for
Duluth ($4.95 M), Tow Harbors
($1.5M), and Aurora ($1.5 M)
were also met.
Nearly $19 million is earmarked for UMD Life Science
and Sports Recreation Center
projects. Lake Superior College's expansion will see $11.2
million.
Because it took the legislature two years to pass this bonding bill, another bonding bill
will be entertained in the legislature next year because it is an
even-numbered year.
The Minnesota Department

of Transportation has over $72
million more in 32 major highway construction projects this
year in northeastern Minnesota.
In that total are about $12 million in carryover projects and
$60 million in new ones.
Large carryover projects are
south bound Hwy. 53 from
Cotton to Independence ($5.5
M), and the Hwy 53/169 interchange in Virginia ($3.2 M).
Trinity Road in Duluth will
get $12.2 million to link the new
Piedmont Avenue to Central
Entrance.
Some MNDOT projects
have been awarded to nonunion contractors, including
Bauerly Brothers, Inc. of St.
Cloud.
"I was just sick when I saw
that on one day MNDOT
awarded $31 million in projects
to non-union contractors," said
Brent Pykkonen of Operating
Engineers Local 49. "Bauerly
got $29 million of it."
Pykkonen said MDU (Montana Dakota Utilities) has been
buying up a lot of companies
and gravel pits and bidding jobs
as well.
"If a company they buy is
union it stays union, if it's nonunion, it tends to stay that way,"

he said.
Olson said there is a lot of
optimism among the 17 construction unions not only for this
year but there are some big projects being considered for the
future.
"When we have projects at
SMDC, the Sheraton Hotel,
Lake Shore Lutheran, the Lake
Walk Clinic, then hear talk of
Blandin in Grand Rapids considering up to $1 billion for a
new process, nugget plants,
Excelsior Energy, we get pretty
excited," Olson said. "We
expect to see our apprenticeship
programs expand."
A new pre-apprentice program will be opened this year
for the Housing & Redevelopment Association's Hope 6 projects in Duluth. As part of the
Section 8 housing projects at
Harbor View and Matterhorn
complexes, some of those low
income residents will be given a
chance to see if they want to
enter the construction field for
future employment.
Olson said they would work
at a percentage of a union workers' wage for up to 2,000 hours,
but would also be subsidized for
transportation and child care
needs.

that other factors --not age-were valid reasons to treat older
workers differently.
But the justices ruled that the
older workers need only show
"disparate impact" of a particular rule or law on them in order
to get their case heard. They
still have to prove it, though.
"In revising its employee pay
plan, the city granted raises to
all police officers and police dispatchers in an attempt to bring
their starting salaries up to the
regional average," Justice John
Paul Stevens wrote for the court
majority.
Officers with less than five
years' service received proportionately greater raises than
those with more seniority, and
most officers over 40 had more
than five years of service.
Petitioners, a group of older
officers, filed suit under ADEA,
claiming they were adversely
affected because of their age.
Lower courts ruled for the
city, but the Fifth U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in New
Orleans added that claims of
"disparate impact" of a particular move--in this case, the bigger raises for the younger officers--"are categorically unavailable under the ADEA." But the
older officers could always sue
under the Civil Rights Act of
1964 for the same "disparate
impact," the lower court said.
The High Court agreed and
extended it to ADEA.
"ADEA authorizes recovery
in disparate-impact cases.
Except for the substitution of
'age' for 'race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,' the language of ADEA and Title VII
(of the Civil Rights Act) is identical," Stevens said.

UM's "Minnesota at Work" celebrates 20 years
By Matt Graham
University of Minnesota
Daily, www.umdaily.com
For two decades, the University’s Labor Education Service
has put together a weekly public-access show to highlight labor issues from around the state.
The show has been a mainstay on many public-access cable channels.
“Not too many shows have
been on the air longer,” said

Rick Jacobson, Metro Cable
Network assistant director of
operations.
Though there are no specific
numbers, Jacobson said, the
show has a potential audience of
more than 600,000 people in the
Twin Cities metro area alone,
with more viewers throughout
the state.
When not busy with other responsibilities for the Labor Education Service, Randy Croce

Al Franken will be here May 7
You can reserve May 7 on your calendar if you want to hear and
meet Al Franken and contribute to a fundraiser for the Wellstone
Memorial near Eveleth. Franken will appear in the Labor Temple's
Wellstone Hall that Saturday night at a $50 per person fundraiser.
Ticket information hasn't been firmed up yet.
Franken, one of the original writers for Saturday Night Live, is
an author, talk show host, does stand up comedy, and has become
a progressive political pundit. He had considered running for Minnesota's U.S. Senate seat that will be vacated next year with Mark
Dayton's retirement but has decided to not run in 2006.
His appearance is being organized by Wellstone Action. You can
contribution to their Memorial Fund at Wellstone Action!, 821 Raymond Ave, #260, St. Paul, MN 55114.
You can find out more at www.wellstone.org.

Labor Bowl for Kids nets $1247

Last Saturday's Labor Bowl for Kids fundraiser sponsored by
the Community Services Program will be able to keep a lot of kids
warm next winter. The event raised $1247 that will be used to purchase snow pants and boots for children at Grant and Nettleton elementary schools whose families are unable to afford them.
"We had a good response to Labor Bowl and look forward to
having such a worthwhile, fun event again next year," said Community Services Director Yvonne Harvey.
She said the committee learned some children at the schools are
not able to participate in winter recess because they didn't have adequate clothing. Students are not allowed out at recess unless they
have these protective items during winter months.
"That really touched our committee," said Harvey.
Highest Personal Scores were registered by Randy Neumann
(716) Asbestos Workers 49, and Angela Hooey (454) AFSCME
3558. The team with the highest score was SEIU/NCFO 956 (2114)
Who threw the most gutter balls is none of your business.

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting

Tuesday, April 12, 2005, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dick Lally, Business Manager (651) 646-4566

SHEET METAL WORKERS
Special Call Meetings
N O T I C E : Dates Have Changed!
"Allocation of Funds" will be conducted at Special
Call Meetings of the Duluth, Bemidji, and Iron Range
areas of Sheet Metal Workers Local 10.
The Duluth-Superior area Special Call Meeting will
be held in Wellstone Hall of the Duluth AFL-CIO
Labor Center, 2002 London Road, Duluth, MN on
Tuesday, April 26, 2005 at 6:00 p.m.
The Iron Range area Special Call Meeting will be at
the Hibbing Park Hotel, 1402 East Howard Street, Hibbing, MN on Monday, April 25, 2005 at 7:00 p.m.
The Bemidji area Special Call Meeting will be at the
Carpenters Hall, 609 Second Street South, Bemidji,
MN on Thursday, April 28, 2005 at 6:30 p.m.
All members are encouraged to attend.
~Dennis J. Marchetti, Business Representative
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and service director Howard
Kling work together to assemble the show.
They usually produce one
new show per month, with reruns airing between.
Croce, who has worked on
the show for 15 years, said its
primary purpose is to educate
union members, allowing the labor negotiation process to flow
more smoothly.
“It was felt that if union
members know how to effectively and fairly administer discussions, there will be more labor peace” and less work stoppage, said Croce, the show’s
producer.
The shows usually have a
news-magazine format, with up
to three segments per episode,
he said.
Aside from its weekly cable
broadcasts, “Minnesota at
Work” is often shown to labor
groups to educate them about
the specific issues.
“It’s a democratizing kind of
thing,” Kling said. “It’s fun
when you actually go show it to
people and see their reactions.”
The show was a valuable

See Labor TV..page 7

Jim Hightower
at Free Democracy Summit
UMD's MPIRG (MN Pubic
Interest Research Group) had so
much success with their inaugural Free Democracy Summit
last year in downtown Duluth
they'll bring on FDS II this year.
They've outdone themselves
by getting the entertaining agitator Jim Hightower of Texas to
be the featured speaker.
"He was actually excited to
come to Duluth for our Free
Democracy Summit when he
figured out it was a free weekend for him," said Peter Starzynski, one of the organizers.
FDS II will be April 22-24
(Friday-Sunday) at the Harbor
City International School, 4th
Avenue West and Michigan St.
Activities throughout the weekend take place at a number of
venues downtown. Visit www.
freedemocracysummit.org to
find out about the wide range of
events that are planned.

Happy Birthday
to the Oldest
Bartender...

He's
70
on
April
17!

Next on Minnesota At Work

The UM-Labor Education Service's “Minnesota At Work” is seen
on 19 stations including: Duluth, Channel 20-Th/9:30pm,
F/12:30am, Sat/5:30pm; Proctor, Ch7-M/9:30a.m., 3:30pm Hermantown, HTV7/Ch11-M/9pm, Th/10am, Sat/5pm; Cloquet, Ch7Tu/6pm, Th/ varies, Sat/7pm; Hibbing, Ch12-Tu/5pm, W/3pm,
altM/5:15pm; Iron Range Ch13-Sa/7pm, most Su/8pm; St. Cloud,
Ch10-M/9 pm; The following listings are for Duluth:
April 7, 14, 21--From Field to Factory/CAFTA's Impact--LES
documents the harvesting and processing of sugar beets in the Red
River Valley along the MN/North Dakota border, highlighting the
central importance of this industry to the region. The second segment
examines the potentially devastating impact of the proposed Central
American Trade Agreement to the industry and the area's economy.

PA forum on public schools
has Almanza, Zeitz Hudelson
The next Progressive Action meeting Sunday, April 10 will be
preceded by a forum, "The Problems and Promise of the Duluth
Public Schools." It will feature Julio Almanza, Superintendent of
Duluth Schools, and former Duluth School Board member Eileen
Zeitz Hudelson. She is a UMD Professor of Spanish Language, Literature and Culture, President of the University Education Association, and an active member of the Duluth Central Labor Body.
Almanza will be leaving Duluth schools after the school year.
The forum begins at 6:00 p.m. at the AFSCME conference
room, 211 West 2nd St. (park behind the building).
Even if you don't live in Duluth, the forum will offer you important information and insights, as well as the opportunity to share
your own thoughts on public education.
Following the forum Progressive Action will hold a potluck
along with their monthly meeting. Interested people are invited to
participate, and eat, whether they bring a dish to share or not.
For information contact Marsh Stenersen, who founded the
group to carry-on Sen. Paul Wellstone's work, at 343-6408 or email
marshallstenersen@hotmail.com.

Consumer-driven health products?
LSALMA's April seminar is "Consumer Driven Health Products
...Can they save health insurance costs for employers and employees?" It will feature representatives of Johnson Insurance Consultants, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and Medica.
It will take place Tuesday, April 19 beginning with breakfast at
7:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn Duluth. Cost is $20 for LSALMA
members, $25 for non-members. RSVP by April 15 by calling 7274565, fax 730-5902, or visit www.LSALMA.org.

Want free breakfast April 25?
The Community Services Committee, a partnership of the United Way of Greater Duluth and the Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor
Body, will sponsor a free Workers' Memorial Day Solidarity Breakfast Monday, April 25 from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. in the Duluth Labor
Temple. Fresh pancakes, sausages, coffee and juice will precede a
short tree-planting memorial service at the Labor Temple.

Need Help?
Concerned about personal relationships, emotional difficulties,
alcohol or drug abuse, or other problems? The Community
Services Program sponsored by the Duluth AFL-CIO Central
Labor Body and the United Way of Greater Duluth can help.
If you need someone to talk to Call 728-1779.

Community Services Program
Duluth Labor Temple
2002 London Road, Room 94
Yvonne Harvey, Director

Buy a Home
No Money Down
Low Rates
www.DuluthMortgage.com
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Bush's "ownership society"
adds risks, lessens rewards
When I went to get a cell
phone I was denied one because
I wasn't important enough yet.
They told me I appeared to be
headed on the right track but
wasn't quite there yet.
"Don't feel bad," said the
sales associate, "you look like
you'll qualify soon."
He told me he thought I
could get a pager and suggested
I bring in a list of references.
I wasn't surprised at being
denied. The same thing happened when I tried to get life insurance. I was told my life wasn't worth insuring.
"Don't feel bad," said the
sales associate, "you look like
you'll qualify soon." I felt like
he was talking about my death
and not a policy.
So maybe I'm in cell denial
and that's why those phones get
my dandruff up. Subliminally
maybe I envy folks whose lives
are important enough to have
them. I see them driving and
discussing important stuff with
who knows who, probably some
policy person high up somewhere figuring stuff out to improve our lives. I see them walking down the street with someone, yet their lives are so impor-

~NOTICE~
The next issue of the Labor
World on April 20 is a special
Workers' Memorial Day/safety issue. If you would like to
place an ad in it please call
728-4469 ASAP.
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tant they're talking to someone
else on their phones that can
even take pictures. I'll admit I
feel like that person that they're
walking with and ignoring.
Things will change for me when
I qualify I'm sure.
But given my denial I'm kind
of pissed about the Minnesota
House of Reprehensives not
wanting to talk about Rep. Mike
Jaros' bill (HF 18) that would
keep folks from talking on
hand-held cell phones while driving. It's the fifth year in a row
or so they've said no.
The Minnesota Senate thinks
paying attention while driving is
so important that they'd outlaw
cell phone use by bus drivers.
Aren't they a river onto their
people.
Okay, I'm one of those old
SOBs that thinks a lot of people
are such poor drivers that they
should give their undivided attention to directing their unguided missiles rather than trying to solve the world's problems at the same time on their
phones. Admittedly, the world
has a lot of problems that need
solving but can't these folks
solve them while at work or
home?
But when I've had no choice
but to overhear some cell phone
users' conversations I've been a
little annoyed at how inane
they've been and how loud the
person seemed to need to talk. If
they were discussing health
care, hunger or housing I could
handle the volume.
While my curmudgeon index
is peaking I may as well tell you
about the worst possible cell
phone scenario that has come to
my attention. The Federal Communications Commission may
drop the ban on the use of cell
The Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor
Body. It is an advocacy
newspaper for workers and
unions. The views and opinions
submitted and expressed in the
Labor World do not necessarily
reflect the views of the paper, its
Board of Directors, the Duluth
AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
or its affiliated unions.
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phones by airline passengers
during flights. Evidently the
aviation industry has found out
that passengers aren't as uncomfortable as they should be for
the price they paid for their ticket. Can you imagine? The person next to you, or in front, or
behind, yakking for hours? You
know they will if they can. The
airlines are saying their business
customers are asking for the
phone ban to be dropped. I bet
they'd keep the ban in first class.
First classers would have to
come back by me in coach to
use their phones. Probably in
my bathroom but I can't use
theirs for security reasons.
President Pat Friend of the
Communications
Workers
Flight Attendants division
(AFA-CWA) feels cell phones
on airplanes is "a sure prescription for air rage" as passengers
endure nonstop yakkers for
hours. Friend urges union members to send a message to the
FCC from http://www.nocellphonesonplanes.com.
What's next, letting folks
have fingernail clippers aboard?
I'm climbing the wall now
thinking about hearing a nail get
cut and seeing it land on page
466 of my hardcover "Serenity
Now Volume 10" during a lull in
the conversation. I've flown
nine times, read the first nine
volumes. I'm almost qualified
for serenity, don't deny that to
me too.

This Day In History
from
www.workdayminnesota.org

April 6, 1712
The first slave revolt in New
York City took place, just
north of Wall Street on Maiden Lane. A slave market had
been established for several
years in the area on Wall
Street at the East River.

April 6, 1970
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, writing
in Time magazine, said, “When
blacks are unemployed, they
are considered lazy and apathetic.When whites are unemployed, it’s considered a
depression.”

By Tim Nesbitt, President, Oregon AFL-CIO
President Bush's "ownership society" is one of those poll-tested
themes that play well. If you work for a living, "ownership" suggests being your own boss and controlling your work life. But don't
expect the "ownership society" to deliver those benefits.
Bush's "ownership society" is more like a franchise society:
You're either working for someone else as the franchisee or getting
someone else to do your work for you as the franchiser.
Think of truckers who own their rigs, taxi drivers who rent their
cabs and janitors who work as independent contractors. They
"own" their jobs. But they invariably work more hours for less pay
and no benefits.
Bush's franchise society isn't worth much if what you own is a
one-person business beholden to controllers of the franchise.
For instance, many Fed Ex delivery drivers are now independent
contractors, according to The Wall Street Journal. They work their
butts off, while dogged by supervisors who track their deliveries
and remind them there is always someone waiting to take over their
routes.
The president hails these owner-operators as small business entrepreneurs. But most people don't make a career choice to be owner-operators rather than workers. They accept the owner-operator
deal because that's how their jobs are structured. And the structure
of our jobs is what the "franchise society" is all about.
Bush's franchise agenda informs a host of proposals that are
meant to redesign work by shifting more risk and responsibility to
working people. Here are three examples:
• "Health savings accounts," a feature of the Bush Medicare prescription drug bill, are designed to shift more of the cost of employment-based health care from employers to employees. Firms
like them because they require employees to accept health plans
with a minimum family deductible of $2,000 that goes up every
year. But for working families those high-deductible plans mean
they'll be on the hook for most of their health care expenses.
• "Personal reemployment accounts," a proposal Bush is pushing, would replace weekly unemployment checks and retraining
benefits with one-time, lump-sum payments. Workers who are
struggling to make ends meet after a layoff might be inclined to
take the money and run. But they'll risk losing their homes and life
savings if they fail to find a new job quickly.
• Then there are the "personal retirement accounts" which are
the centerpiece of Bush's proposal to privatize Social Security. Personal accounts can be fine as one form of savings, but not when
they're used to replace traditional pensions and the guaranteed benefits of a social insurance program. By themselves, it's gambling
with your future.
Don't expect group health insurance benefits, pensions or even a
minimum wage in Bush's franchise society. Forget about training
and career ladders. And don't worry about working overtime because there will be no such thing.
Those who do the work in the franchise society aren't treated as
workers. Remember, they're "owners."
The only way to get ahead in the franchise society is to get others to do your job for you. Think of Amway salespersons that make
their money by taking a cut from those who come after them.
The model for the "franchise society" is on display now in D.C.,
where Bush and GOP congressional leaders have become the franchisers of our federal government. They are blaming the government that they run for misappropriating money we paid to the Social Security trust fund, while taking care of their co-franchisers in
the private sector with tax cuts for capital gains, dividends and corporate profits earned overseas.
They are now proposing to add upwards of $3 trillion to the national debt to finance private Social Security accounts. And the only way they can pull this off is to shift the obligation to pay off these
debts to future generations that will be expected to work more and
earn less for their efforts.
Doesn't this look like a franchiser's pyramid scheme?
It's time to expose Bush's "ownership society" for what it is--a
clever stratagem to abandon the shared protections of the "We'reall-in-this-together society" for the individual risks of the "You'reon-your-own society." Which would you choose?

“Quote, Unquote”
He struck me as very human, very informal, demonstrating no
shame about his suffering. My impression of the church used to
be that it was a somber place of penance, but the pope made it into something of a joy for me.
~Ivana Sparaco, a Rome teacher on Pope John Paul II
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Like oil and water, Earth Day and U.S. energy policy just don't mix
AUSTIN, Texas --- As a general rule about Bush & Co., the
more closely a policy is associated with Dick Cheney, the
worse it is. Which brings us to
energy policy -- remember his
secret task force? In the long
history of monumentally bad
ideas, the Cheney policy is a
standout for reasons of both
omission and commission.
Dumb, dumber and dumbest.
Ponder this: Next year, the
administration will phase out
the $2,000 tax credit for buying
a hybrid vehicle, which gets
over 50 miles per gallon, but
will leave in place the $25,000
tax write-off for a Hummer,
which gets 10-12 mpg. That's
truly crazy, and that's truly what
the whole Cheney energy policy
is.
According to the Energy Information Administration in the
Department of Energy, last
year's energy bill (same as this
one) would cost taxpayers at
least $31 billion, do nothing
about the projected over-80 percent increase in America's imports of foreign oil by 2025 and
increase gasoline prices. (Since
every bureaucrat who tells the
truth in this administration -about the cost of the drug bill or
the safety of Vioxx -- seems to
get the ax, I'm probably getting
those folks in trouble.)
The bill is loaded with corporate giveaways and tax breaks
for big oil. Meanwhile, Bush's
budget cuts funding for renewable energy research and programs, and anyone who tells
you different is lying.
Now, here's the Catch-22 we
get with this administration: It is
using the exact language of the
bill's critics -- stealing it wholesale and using it to promote its

bill. It's our friend Frank Luntz,
the Republican pollster who
specializes in "framing" issues
(framing means the same thing
as spinning, and in the non-political world it is known as lying), at work again. Luntz put
out a memo in January: "Eight
Energy Communication Guidelines for 2005" telling R's how
to talk about energy using language people like.
The Natural Resources Defense Council found a Bush
speech on energy on March 9 in
Ohio that parrots Luntz's suggestions to a laughable point -threat to national security, diversity of supply, innovation, conservation and (my fave) Point 4,
"The key principle is 'responsible energy exploration.' And remember, it's NOT drilling for
oil. It's responsible energy exploration."
So there was Bush, as per
Luntz's memo, talking about
"environmentally responsible
exploration" and announcing
one of his top energy objectives
is "to diversify our energy supply by developing alternative
sources of energy." Polling
shows 70 percent of Americans
support a drastic increase in
government spending on renewable energy sources.
I'm tired of arguing about
whether Bush is so ignorant he
doesn't know that he is cutting
alternative energy programs and
subsidizing oil companies or so
fiendishly clever that he knows
and doesn't care what he says. In
the end, it doesn't make any difference. You get wretched policy either way.
The Apollo Project, a sensible outfit dedicated to reducing
America's dependence on foreign oil, says 90 percent of

Don’t Dew the Do
(or any Bernick’s products)

When Bernick’s Pepsi moved into this area from St. Cloud,
they busted the Teamsters union. When they built their
first complex in Duluth, they built non-union. When the
Duluth Airport Authority contracted out the food and
beverage facilities to Pedro-Kerv, Inc. and Bernick’s Full
Line Vending they did not hire any former union workers.
UNITE HERE 99 has had an informational picket at the
airport because of the union-busting since Nov. 1, 2003.

Americans support its goal of
energy independence. Bracken
Hendricks, the executive director, points out that there is "remarkable agreement among
many so-called strange bedfellows -- labor and business, environmentalists and evangelicals,
governors and generals, urbanites and farmers."
Meanwhile, what we are
sticking with is soaring oil
prices (ExxonMobil just reported the highest quarterly profit
ever, $8.42 billion, by an American company) and declining
discoveries. Several oil companies are reporting disappearing
reserves, and Royal Dutch/Shell
admitted it had overstated its reserves by 20 percent last year.
Nor are the major oil companies spending their mammoth
profits on exploration or field
development -- they're doing
mega-mergers and stock buybacks. ExxonMobil spent $9.95

billion to buy back its own
stock in 2004.
The Chinese and the Indians
are now buying cars like mad,
and the result is going to be an
enormous supply crunch, sooner rather than later.
It is possible with existing
technology to build a car that
gets 500 miles per gallon, but
the Bushies won't even raise the
CAFÉ (fuel efficiency) standards for cars coming out now.
The trouble with the Bush plan
to develop hydrogen cars is that
while you can get hydrogen out
of water, you have put energy
in to get it out, so there's a net
energy loss.
Conservation is simply the
cheapest and most effective
way of addressing this problem.
If you put a tax on carbon, it
would move industry to wind
or solar power. Wind power
here in Texas is at the tipping
point now -- comparably

By
Molly
Ivins

priced. Our health,
our environment,
our economy and
the globe itself
would all benefit from a transition to renewable energy
sources.
And as Tom Friedman recently pointed out, it would do a
lot for world peace, too: "By doing nothing to lower U.S. oil
consumption, we are financing
both sides in the war on terrorism and strengthening the worst
governments in the world. That
is, we are financing the U.S.
military with our tax dollars and
we are financing the jihadists -and the Saudi, Sudanese and
Iranian mosques and charities
that support them -- through our
gasoline purchases."
© 2005 CREATORS SYNDICATE,
INC., www.creators.com

Stand up for your beliefs C-I teachers told
National Education Association President Reg Weaver told
a crowd of Crosby-Ironton
teachers that they “are all winners, because you are standing
up for what you believe in.”
Weaver addressed more than
250 C-I teachers and their supporters March 29 at the local’s
family night and rally at Gary's
Sports Bar and Grill in Ironton.
Weaver said that the children
of C-I need experienced and
certified teachers. Research
shows, he said, that experienced
and qualified teachers lead to increased student achievement.
“It’s not acceptable to say
anybody can teach as long as
they can breathe. Something is
wrong with that picture. Folks,
it doesn’t work that way."
Weaver also encouraged
teachers to engage the community in an effort to get the dispute settled. "You can tell them,
‘Don't be for me. Don't be
against me. Just split the difference – for the kids.'"
Weaver’s speech was preceded by an address by Minnesota Attorney General Mike
Hatch, in which Hatch announced that his office had issued an opinion stating the state
Board of Teaching can't issue

temporary licenses to replacement teachers on the basis of a
district's hardship.
A strike, Hatch said, is not a
hardship equal to a district's difficulty in hiring teachers because of an auto accident or an
illness. It's not an event that's
beyond the control of a school
district, he said.
Hatch also said he would call
school board members and Education Minnesota Crosby-Ironton representatives in an effort
to get the two sides talking.
"It's extraordinarily important to get people to talk," he
told the crowd. "We support
you. We want to see this thing
resolved."
Monday was a tough day for
the strikers when the C-I School
Board decided that they will lay
off at least four teachers and
place 26 more of those on strike
on an unrequested leave of absence status. The Board made
the move in the form of resolutions that it will act on next
month.
Education Minnesota Crosby
Ironton union president Stan
Nagorski said that the resolutions are indicative of how vindictive the district management
is. Most of the union negotiating

committee would be among the
35 percent of the teacher's unit
that would lose their jobs.
Superintendent Linda Lawrie told the Star Tribune that the
cuts have to be made because
the district has lost 200 students
since 87 teachers struck the district on Feb. 9. Districts typically project teacher numbers
based on fall enrollment in June.
Strike headquarters in Crosby are located at 1061 First St.
SW (take a right at the Holiday
Station in Crosby on Hwy 210).
Phone is 218-545-2182, email,
c_i1325@hotmail.com.
Donations to the C-I teachers
can be made out and sent to: Education Minnesota Crosby-Ironton, 1061 First St. SW, Crosby,
MN 56441.

Please Do Not Purchase
Bernick’s Pepsi-Cola products
Products include many soft drinks, flavored juices & teas,
waters, sports drinks, and mixers. Bernick's website at
www.bernicks.com/products has a complete listing of
products, or call UNITE HERE Local 99 at 218-728-6861.
Bernick's distributes in St. Louis, Carlton, & Douglas
counties, from Hinckley up the North Shore. Thank you!

UNITE HERE LOCAL 99
(Includes Hotel Employees Restaurant Employees)
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Demonstrators rally nationwide to save SocSec
Union members in Minneapolis and St. Paul joined
thousands of workers across the
country March 31 in demonstrating outside investment offices during a national "Day of
Action" to save Social Security.
Workers leafletted at the
Charles Schwab Corp. offices in
downtown St. Paul and downtown Minneapolis. Investment
firms such as Schwab and the
Wachovia Corp. were targeted
because they stand to gain billions of dollars in fees from
managing privatized Social Security accounts. Many of the
firms are lobbying on behalf of
the Bush proposal to create private accounts.
The Social Security trust
fund can be easily shored up

without threatening the system
by creating private accounts,
workers said.
"We think Social Security
can be fixed by raising the cap
on taxable earnings versus privatization," said Shari Wojtowicz, president of Communications Workers of America Local
7250. "If everyone paid their
fair share, instead of just the
working class, there wouldn't be
a problem."
Wojtowicz and several other
CWA members carried signs
reading "Don’t Pick Our Pockets To Line Yours" as they
talked to people on the sidewalk
in front of the downtown Minneapolis Schwab office.
Dan Hamilton, an AT&T employee and steward for Local

7250, said he fears the Bush
plan for diverting Social Security contributions into private accounts would expose working
families to too much risk.
"If the stock market drops,
and we don't have something,
then it's our personal problem,"
he said of the scheme to create
private accounts.
"Everybody here works,
everybody here puts into Social
Security. We should know it's
going to be there when our time
comes."
Dan Hamilton, standing outside the downtown Minneapolis
Schwab office, says private accounts are just too risky.
Reported by Steve Share,
Minneapolis Labor Review, and
Members of CWA Local 7250, joined by other unions, carried
www.workdayminnesota.org
signs and passed out information outside the Schwab office in
downtown Minneapolis March 31. (Photo and story by Steve
fits after that. This means that Share, Minneapolis Labor Review Editor)
Congress has time to work in a
bipartisan way to strengthen and
improve Social Security – just
On March 31 in 70 cities across the U.S., thousands of working
as it did in 1983 with Speaker people demonstrated outside Schwab offices. Online activists sent
O’Neill and President Reagan nearly 45,000 e-mails and phoned Charles Schwab offices with a
putting together a compromise clear message: Schwab--Don't Pick Our Pockets to Line Yours.
that put Social Security on solid
Schwab makes millions handling retirement savings for workfooting for 70 years.
ing people--is working directly against their interests by supporting
"The Republican privatiza- Social Security privatization--which would cause deep cuts in guartion plan makes Social Security anteed benefits and put millions of retired workers in poverty.
weaker, not stronger," Oberstar
Feeling the heat Schwab executives claim the firm has "not taksaid. "Republicans have already en a position" on privatizing Social Security. Schwab wants you to
spent every penny of the Trust believe it's an innocent bystander in the attack on retirement. But
Fund to finance tax breaks for
• Schwab is a member of the Alliance for Worker Retirement Sethe wealthy. Now they want to curity the leading lobbying group supporting privatization.
drain trillions of dollars away
• Schwab has funded the Cato Institute and has a leadership role
from Social Security and in- in the Securities Industry Association, supporters of privatizing.
crease the debt. Republicans
• Schwab has been a player in White House strategy sessions.
want the American people to
• Schwab's chief strategist, Liz Ann Sonders, endorsed private
pick up the tab, by slashing So- accounts, and published reports say CEO Schwab does too.
cial Security benefits and creatOther investment groups--Edward Jones and Waddell & Reed,
ing a risky scheme of private ac- for example--heard their clients and other working families when
counts that will leave seniors’ they demanded they drop support for Social Security privatization.
retirement at the mercy of the They pulled out of the pro-privatization lobbying groups. It's time
stock market."
for Schwab to do the same--and to put the financial interests of its
Oberstar said Democrats are clients and other working families above its own greed for those
working to reduce the deficit, privatized account management fees.
protect
Social
Security,
You can tell Schwab to quit attacking your retirement by visitstrengthen investment vehicles ing http://www.unionvoice.org/ct/r7zdGGY1Gu4G/.
such as 401 (k)s and IRA plans,
rather than looking at cutting
benefits on many seniors only
retirement package.

Oberstar to lead Social Security forum 4/25
Says annual SS report
shows system is secure
Congressman Jim Oberstar
will lead a a Hometown Values
forum on "Social SecurityKeeping the Promise" Monday,
April 25 at 7:30 p.m. in UMD's
Weber Music Hall.
Oberstar and a panel of experts will look at Social Security's history, function and purpose, how it fits into a person's
retirement plan, and what the reform choices, including private
accounts, are all about.

$$$

I want to help
you save money.

(218) 728-6803
Call me today!
You may qualify for
money-saving auto
insurance discounts.

Jerome E Siljendahl Agency
2002 London Rd Ste 200
(218) 728-6803 Bus
Duluth, MN 55812

© 2000 American Family Mutual Insurance Company and its Subsidiaries

Home Office - Madison, WI 53783 z www.amfam.com
NA -16942

The forum should answer
many of the conflicting statements citizens have been hearing on the issue of privatizing
the greatest anti-poverty program American has ever had.
Audience questions will be addressed.
On March 23 in response to
the release of the annual Social
Security and Medicare Trustees
Report, Oberstar called on Republicans to abandon their risky
plan to privatize Social Security
and work with Democrats to address the challenge the Social
Security program faces.
"The Trustees Report demonstrates that Social Security
will be able to pay full benefits
to American workers through
2041. Social Security is secure
for the millions of Americans
who rely on its benefits," said
Oberstar. "The real threat that
Social Security faces is the Republican plan to privatize the
program and slash benefits by
more than 40 percent."
The Trustees Report states
that Social Security can pay full
retirement, disability, and survivors benefits through 2041,
and still pay 74 percent of bene-

“We appreciate your sticking with a UNION SHOP
for repair and replacement of your auto glass.”
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•
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CAFTA lobbying precedes hearings...from page 1
his own U.S. Trade Representative says otherwise. The
USTR's office claims its advisory committees back CAFTA,
but its 46-member labor panel,
chaired by former USWA President George Becker, was harshly critical of Bush's CAFTA.
"CAFTA neither fully meets
the negotiating objectives laid
out by Congress, nor promotes
the economic interest of the
(U.S.)," the group said. "The
agreement clearly fails to meet

some congressional negotiating
objectives, and barely complies
with others. It repeats many of
the same mistakes of NAFTA,
and is likely to lead to the same
deteriorating trade balances, lost
jobs, and workers' rights violations NAFTA created."
The administration, however, did not listen to the panel--or
to the workers who are talking
with their lawmakers.
"Nearly 80 percent of Central American products already

Do tax dollars to Chamber
illegally promote CAFTA?
CLEVELAND (PAI)--Led by five Ohio Democrats, 21 lawmakers asked the Inspector General of the U.S. Agency for International Development to probe whether $700,000 in federal funds
illegally went to the Chamber of Commerce to promote CAFTA.
The funds went to "The Alliance for CAFTAction," an organization that includes the U.S. Chamber and chambers of commerce
in the Latin American nations, The Cleveland Citizen reported.
"While USAID has a broad mandate to promote economic
growth and reduce poverty, it does not operate without restrictions,"
the lawmakers, led by Rep. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio) wrote. "The
grant raises the question of appropriateness, particularly with respect to U.S. Chamber participation, since investment promotion
missions to the U.S. to encourage relocation (of U.S. businesses)
are prohibited" under USAID rules, they added.

enter the U.S. duty-free," the
USTR office says. "America's
market is already open. CAFTA
opens the region's markets to
goods, services, and farm products from the United States."
"Labor provisions of CAFTA will not protect the core
rights of workers in any of the
six countries in the agreement,
and it represents a huge step
backwards from the Jordan FTA
and our unilateral trade preference programs," the labor committee responded. CAFTA's
"enforcement procedures completely exclude obligations for
governments to meet international standards on workers'
rights.
"Our trade policy must improve economic growth, create
jobs, raise wages and benefits,
and allow all workers to exercise their rights in the workplace. Too many trade agreements had exactly the opposite
result," added the group, which
includes representatives from
the AFL-CIO, USWA, IBEW,
UNITE, the Teamsters and
many other unions.

CALL BEFORE YOU DIG

1-800-252-1166
The toll-free Gopher State One-Call is a safety net for diggers. An attendant will speed
computerized information to all utilities in your area.Within 48 hours, they’ll mark the
location of underground wires or pipe at your construction site.
CAUTION: Some lines that run on private property may not be utility-owned.These
are considered private facilities. The home or business owner is responsible for these
lines and utilities generally will not mark them. Private lines can include those running
from a meter pedestal to a house, a power line to a garage, gas lines to a grill or pool
heater, or LP lines.You may need to remind the property owner about private facilities
to make sure there are none within the construction area.
Minnesota Power would like to send you copies of a brochure outlining the Gopher
State One-Call rules. Call 1-800-228-4966 and ask for “Before You Dig...and Dig
Safely.” We’ll promptly mail them to you.

Work & Health

By Phillip L. Polakoff, M. D.

Heartburn-Causes and Cures
Most of us occasionally experience the uncomfortable sensation
of heartburn, sometimes called acid indigestion or gastric reflux
disease. The medical term is gastroesophageal reflux disease
(GERD). That's more precise because it includes the esophagus.
This is tube that carries food from the mouth to the stomach. And
that passageway is the actual site of the discomfort.
The backing up (reflux) of the contents of the stomach--food,
acid and/or bile--causes the burning discomfort in the esophagus.
Occasional heartburn is not harmful. However, if you have
heartburn frequently, your stomach acid may inflame the lining of
the esophagus. This can cause a narrowing of the tube and may interfere with swallowing. Stomach acid may also change the cells of
your esophagus. This change is said to significantly increase the
likelihood of cancer.
A number of medical complications can also arise from GERD.
For example, your stomach's contents can also move into your
throat and past your vocal chords into your lungs. This can cause
lung damage, along with asthma, chronic dry cough or hoarseness.
As many as eight out of every 10 people with asthma may also
have this reflux condition. Some cases of adult-onset asthma--especially with no history of allergies or childhood asthma--may be
traced to GERD.
Treating the reflux condition may help avoid the onset of adult
asthma, and sometimes relieve symptoms that have appeared.
In addition to the symptoms already mentioned, reflux disease
can also lead to sleep disturbance, laryngitis, halitosis (bad breath),
growths on the vocal chords, a feeling that there is a lump in the
throat, earaches and dental problems.
The condition got the name heartburn because the burning sensation is felt behind the breastbone, sometimes radiating into the
neck or the back. This is almost identical to the pain of a heart attack.
An important word of warning. Never ignore pain in your chest.
If you think you are having a heart attack, any delay in getting help
could be fatal. If your doctor says you have an acid reflux condition, ask what you should do when you have chest pain.
Normally, when you swallow, a muscular valve located where
your esophagus joins the stomach opens to let food into the stomach, then closes to keep it from backing up.
The major cause of GERD is the malfunction of this valve. It
may be weak or relaxes inappropriately. Hiatal hernia is also a
common cause of reflux. Hernia may be involved, particularly if
the patient is obese of pregnant. In such cases, heartburn is likely
to follow a heavy meal, especially if the patient goes to bed. It may
be relieved by sitting up. Hiatal hernia is present in about half of
people over the age of 60. But in many cases, it is "silent," meaning it produces no discomfort.
The use of antacids--and avoiding heavy meals--is usually
enough to relive the symptoms. In some cases, however, surgical
treatment may prove necessary.
If you have questions or suggestions for articles, write Dr. Phillip L.
Polakoff at 171 Alvarado Road, Berkeley, Calif., 94705.
(Copyright 2005 by Dr. Phillip L. Polakoff and medical writer Jack Tucker/PAI)
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A forgotten tool: Minority-union, members only organizing still on the books
"The Blue Eagle at Work:
Reclaiming Democratic
Rights in the American
Workplace"
Author: Charles J. Morris
Cornell University Press, 2005

Photo by Nate Denay
University of Minnesota Daily, www.umdaily.com

Book Review by:
Tom Beer

The Blue Eagle was the symbol of one of the early New
Deal’s premier experiments in
industrial democracy, the National Industrial Recovery Act
of 1933. The symbol became a
marker for fair competition in
the workplace, and one of its
codes -the guaranteed right of
employees to bargain collective-

Randy Croce, left, and Howard Kling edit footage for an upcoming episode of “Minnesota at Work,” which celebrated its
20th anniversary this year.

Labor TV from UM-LES.......from page 2
tool for union members when the University’s clerical workers’
union went on strike in fall 2003, said Phyllis Walker, American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Local 3800
president. “Any television material definitely helps,” she said.
“They taped hundreds of hours of our strike and interviewed
every group of people imaginable,” Walker said. “They gave us the
ability for our voices to be heard.”
Walker emphasized the importance of public support in swaying
management during labor negotiations, a statement the show’s producers said they couldn’t agree with more.
“One thing labor needs to do is create a labor mass media infrastructure,” Kling said. “Labor really needs to get out there and articulate a vision.”
Kling said the 2004 elections showed how effective conservatives are at getting out their message.
“The liberal and left part of the spectrum doesn’t have anything
near that,” he said.
Kling and Croce said it is vital that unions strive to create the
sense of community they used to have.
The show also demands much travel. “Minnesota at Work” has
taken Kling to the Minnesota Iron Range, Mexico and Miami,
among other places.
“You get to go a lot of places other people don’t get to go,”
Kling said.
Croce and Kling said they are finishing an episode about sugar
beet farmers in the Red River Valley, which they have been working at “discontinuously” since fall.
Croce and Kling said it is satisfying to travel throughout the
state to talk to workers and see them on the job.
“Photographing people doing work is actually pretty interesting,” Kling said. “You look for those cool angles; it can be a lot of
fun.”
(A schedule for MAW is on page 2 of the Labor World.)

ly through representatives of
their own choosing- was later
embodied in the National Labor
Relations, or Wagner Act, in
1935 and became a foundation
principle of American labor law.
Charles J. Morris is an emeritus professor at Southern
Methodist University School of
Law and a labor law scholar. His
study focuses on the guarantees
employees struggled to gain in
the 1930’s and in particular on a
still legal but unused aspect of
our labor law –the so-called minority-union, members-only
right to representation.
The practice of minorityunion, members-only organizing was common prior to the
great period of upsurge in union
membership in the 1930’s and
1940’s. Morris states about 21%
of all union members employed
in mining and manufacturing in
1933 were represented by minority unions that engaged in
members-only bargaining. At
the time of the creation of the
National Labor Relations Act in
1935, minority-union collective
bargaining by labor unions was
often a first step in organizing
majority-based exclusive bargaining units.
As unions swelled organized
labors ranks in those years, minority-union organizing began
to fade. Unions abandoned the
legal practice of minority-union
representation –where elections

were not required- for the
greater pay-off of NLRB sanctioned majority unit elections.
The legal right to represent
workers through minorityunion, members only organizing
was forgotten. Time and conventional wisdom have now all
but obscured the practice.
Morris’ legal and legislative
analysis of the origin and development of our national labor
laws is comprehensive and
compelling. Anyone interested
in the legislative crafting of
these laws and the historical debates that surrounded worker
rights back then would be well
advised to read "The Blue Eagle
at Work."
Morris recounts the rich values and principles that underscore America’s private sector
labor laws -the right of workers
to take concerted action, to form
unions and bargain collectively,
to practice freedom of association, to organize economic power for themselves, and above all
to select representatives of their
own choosing.
In considering the lost organizing tool of minority-union,
members-only organizing, Morris also offers a case study of
how this right could be re-established, how to put this arrow
back in labor’s quiver. His case
is made more compelling by a
legal road map of strategies that
organized labor might adopt to

Pope John Paul II championed
workers' rights in 27-year reign
During his 27-year-reign, Pope John Paul II, who died April 2 at
the age of 84, championed workers' rights causes.
AFL-CIO President John Sweeney, who met with John Paul
twice, most recently in April 2000, said "Pope John Paul II espoused the notion of worker solidarity as a central dimension of the
human condition and a necessary ingredient of a just society."
The pontiff’s most powerful statement on workers came in 1981
in the encyclical Laborem Exercens—“On Human Work”—in
which John Paul called for “ever new movements of solidarity of
the workers and with the workers. This solidarity must be present
whenever it is called for by the social degrading of the subject of
work, by exploitation of the workers and by the growing areas of
poverty and even hunger.”
The Polish-born pontiff supported the Solidarity trade union
movement that lead to workers' rights and freedom from communism in that country and called for the right of workers around the
world to form unions and for a fair global economic system that
valued all people.
(For more visit http://www.aflcio.org/issuespolitics/global
economy/ns04042005.cfm)

clarify and affirm this right in
law.
So, is Professor Morris’ idea
a good one? Should organized
labor take him up on his challenge?
Those attuned to the current
debates about organized labor’s
future see a landscape dotted
with big and small plans and
many ideas. Unions must consolidate. Organize for density in
industry sectors. Find associate
members for unions. Form alliances with communities, or
friendly employers to stop WalMart. Where is labor going?
What should unions do?
These and other ideas prove
their value when tested. Here’s
an idea that once had some practical value. It just might bear
some fruit.
Professor Morris’ call to reexamine an old method of organizing should be considered on
labor’s ideas list. Given practical scrutiny and tried and tested
experimentation, the strategic
significance of Morris’ mousetrap may be proven. Labor organizers and unions themselves
will have to embrace his idea in
practical terms to find out. Short
of this, Professor Morris offers a
very thorough account of a fascinating organizing approach
and its history; one that’s still on
the books.
Tom Beer is a former political action director for AFSCME
in Minnesota. He has advised
unions on varied issues and was
Sen. Paul Wellstone’s deputy labor director in the 2002 election.
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UW School for Workers is 80
This year marks the 80th Anniversary of the University of Wisconsin's School for Workers. The UW School for Workers is the
oldest, continuously operating, labor education program in the U.S.
It was founded in 1925 as a Summer School for Women Workers.
A celebration is being planned for June 10 and 11 in Madison.
Workshops include labor cartoons with Huck and Konopacki,
whose cartoons are often featured in the Labor World, labor films,
diverse membership, organizing, and health care.
For information contact Carol Graham at 608-262-4496, email,
carol.graham@uwex.edu, or check it out on the web at http://
schoolforworkers.uwex.edu/anniversary.
LABOR WORLD NEWS, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 2005
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Sen. Marty introduces statewide living wage bill for Minnesota Workers
should never
Senator John Marty (DFLRoseville) introduced a bill (SF
2090) Monday that requires all
Minnesota employers to pay a
“living wage.” Employers that
do not pay such a wage would
pay a low-wage compensation
surtax on the difference between
actual worker wages and the de-

fined living wage. Revenues
collected from the surtax would
be used to increase the Working
Family Tax Credit, which helps
low income workers.
Unlike living wage proposals
adopted by some cities, which
cover only employers with government contracts, this bill

would apply to all employers.
“The current minimum wage
is grossly inadequate to provide
workers’ families with basic necessities, like housing and
healthcare,” Marty said. “Many
underpaid workers are forced to
rely on the state to meet their
families’ basic needs. Taxpayers

Since 1858,
the Minnesota
Constitution has
provided that “Every
person is entitled to a certain
remedy in the laws for all injuries
or wrongs which he may receive to

subsidize employers, like WalMart, that pay low wages because public programs support
employees who do not receive a
sufficient wage. This bill will reduce the burden on government
...Businesses that pay too little
should pay at least a portion of
the taxpayers’ burden....”
Under the Marty legislation,
the living wage is set at $14 per
hour in the Twin Cities and $12
in greater Minnesota. The wage
is reduced $3 per hour if the employer provides health benefits.
Initially, the surtax would be
one third of the difference between the hourly wage paid, and
the defined living wage.
“The living wage may seem
high to some,” Marty commented, “but the costs of housing,
healthcare, and other basic
needs are simply unaffordable
regardless of how much overtime some workers put in.

full-time jobs
be forced to
choose between feeding their
families or putting a roof over
their heads."
"Some will undoubtedly call
this bill a burden on business,”
Marty continued. “But, if the
minimum wage had grown as
fast as CEO pay since 1990, the
minimum wage would be almost $12 per hour. If it is not a
burden on business to triple
CEO pay in just fifteen years,
then it should not be a burden to
increase worker pay for underpaid employees.”
The legislation provides a
phased approach to the surtax,
eventually covering all employers. New businesses would be
exempt from the surtax for several years after startup.
“ This legislation will focus
discussion on the reality that the
real burden is on taxpayers,
when employers are paying inadequate wages,” Marty said.

Bill asks privatization to add up
SF 796 by Sen. Scott Dibble (DFL-MPLS) asks state and local
governments to show cost savings and meet some new requirements if they plan to outsource a public service. "Privatization proponents make all these claims," said Dibble. "Then prove it."
Dibble wants proof that outsourcing a public service would save
taxpayers at least 15 percent. "The goal is to safeguard public dollars," Dibble said. "It introduces accountability and awareness of
how public dollars are being spent."
Agencies would have to explain why they are outsourcing and
why they can't provide the service. They'd have to estimate the
costs of transitioning to the private contractor, including the costs
of unemployment benefits for workers thrown out of their jobs by
privatization. ~Michael Kuchta, Editor, St. Paul Union Advocate

his person, property or character . . . “
Since then, Minnesota courts have been
open to all injured people, regardless of
income, seeking just compensation.

ATTACK ALERT:
Today, big business and insurance companies, under the guise of “Tort
Reform,” want to close those courtroom doors, They are at work in the
Minnesota State Legislature and the U.S. Congress to limit jury awards
for severely injured victims of accidents and medical malpractice.
But remember: every day, each of us is one drunk driver,
one defective product, or one medical mistake away
from catastrophic, life-changing accident or injury.

We’re fighting for your constitutional
rights, and we need your help!
Call your legislators today!

Falsani, Balmer,
Peterson, Quinn & Beyer
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

NO RECOVERY
NO FEE
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